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SYNOPSIS

The Enguerrands are getting ready to spend another summer in their villa deep in the verdant
Provençale countryside. With Frédéric and his wife, Frédérique, and their son, is their cousins,
Grandma, sister, brother-in-law...
The whole clan.
Invited by Frédéric to a barbecue, their solitary, self-possessed, gay neighbour Hugo openly parades
his homosexuality. The two men stay up till dawn, exchanging radically different visions of love. As the
summer wears on, Frédérique notices a distance opening between her and her husband, and a
powerful bond developing between Frédéric and Hugo.
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CREW LIST

Director

Zabou BREITMAN
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Sound
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Other original music composer
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Location manager
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Producer

Philippe GODEAU
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Interview with Zabou Breitman

AJ: What fed L’homme de sa vie?
ZB : I will know only when I see it again. For the moment, I merely know in an unconscious way. When
you write, you’re absorbed as much with what’s between the lines as with the lines themselves. My only
certainty was the direction I wanted to go in. The rest barely belongs to me. It becomes obvious to me. I
look, I find, I forget, I abandon, I bounce back. That’s how I give it all I’ve got. In the end, all that’s left is
what I consider essential. Why? I couldn’t say. Each image, each plan is surely born in an unknown
part of my brain. So much the better.

Why did you choose homosexuality as a doorway to the human condition?
Because it opens onto the unconventional, and that’s the perspective I chose to relate what I observed
through this little door. It’s also a minority, and minorities to me play a fundamental role. They remind us
who we are. The minority is the jewel, the core in each one of us. In this film, homosexuality acts like a
catalyst in chemistry. A bit like the enzyme that changes starch to sugar. It reveals what love is. It alters
our perception of love and shows us its entire scope, which I explore.

What do your characters teach us about love?
That each of us is looking for an answer. It’s ultimately a quest, a look that passes from the other to
oneself and makes us think about how we stand with regard to love and how love situates mankind in
space. More specifically, L’homme de sa vie embodies “masculine” love in all its aspects: the son for
his father, the father for his son, boyfriend for girlfriend, husband for wife.

How did you make the gradual transformation of Hugo and Frédéric perceptible in the scenes
that take pace at dawn?
I did not think I would run into such difficulties. That was the major issue in the editing. I discovered a
gap between what we had written and what was there in the image. In the screenplay, the scenes had
the desired flavour and colour, but no longer on film. A vital link was missing that would take away the
severity, the harshness. I had to create it. Draw out certain moments in such a way that the thought
builds itself in three words, three words that float. Like the image. Throughout the film, the image floats.
In brief, by going through a rewriting - the process of editing - a painful process when you think you’ve
already finished with it.

Was filming also a painful process?
Except for the work with the actors, filming was almost a formality. What really counts is what happens
before and especially after filming. For the famous dawn scenes, Bernard and Charles rehearsed for
weeks. That explains how they could sometimes act them out entirely, with added pressure, due to the
requirement of filming as the sun was coming up. This restriction threw them into a state of fragility that
benefits the film. They allow themselves certain moments and phrasing, and that undeniably adds
richness.

Why is the role of the beautiful so important in L’homme de sa vie?
I wanted a romantic film, and the basic expression of romanticism is nature. My idea was to put man
back in nature, to put him among the elements. I was very lucky to find this magical location, which was
unexpected at first. It’s as if this terrace had been designed for my actors as a theatre onto the world,
the small world they make. The location added something that I hadn't written. The film soars with this
magical house. In conclusion, I wanted a romantic but realistic film.
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How did you design the beginning scenes of the film?
They were not written in the screenplay. They imposed themselves during the filming. The scenery and
the locations were so beautiful that I wanted to show them empty, as if the men had deserted them, or
rather not yet taken them over. I wanted to linger there, which gives the film a contemplative side, in
seeming contradiction with my personality.
Your characters are not defined either by their past or by their role. Why?
From the moment you set up a past, it becomes tiny. I find that we often confuse purpose and nature.
In L’homme de sa vie, we know vaguely that one is a chemist and the other a graphic artist, but you
could switch them. In the casting, I was attached to the notion that the characters of Frédéric and Hugo
be completely interchangeable. Frédéric and Frédérique also have the same name. In talking about the
three of them, I’m talking about the same person. Each carries within him- or herself one third of the
other. When Frédéric is next to a man, he appears more feminine, and when he’s next to a woman,
more masculine. It’s like a trompe-l’oeil painting. By putting blue next to red and blue next to white, you
see a different blue.
In the film, none of the themes you deal with takes over the other. Is that intended?
From the writing phase, I stuck to the idea that neither nature, nor individuals, nor psychology take over
the other. A real gamble. Nothing must monopolize anything, and yet it was necessary to attach to
something, without explanation, so that the viewer would be in a grey area, would feel uneasy. Let’s
say I wanted everything to be in the organic state. Water and woods are in the realm of sensuality. For
me, sensuality is life, and not words. Apart from the basic exchange in the dawn scenes, the characters
don’t do or say much in the present time. At dawn, the “under” time emerges with daylight and that’s
what the viewer perceives. Above that are only conventions, day-to-day life.
How did the work with the actors go?
Léa, for example, would tell me in rehearsal: “I don’t quite know what to do”, and I would tell her “You
listen, you are there.” There is a lot in her glances; they contain plenty of subtlety. She has an intelligent
presence. She is a reserved woman, and I believe it would have been hard to ask an actress who is not
that way to act reserved. It would be like asking someone to act human when they lack humanity. At
one stage of the editing, she had disappeared to some extent. By giving her back her place, the film
really changed. Frédéric and Hugo’s love story became stronger. In a word, that’s what it was like
directing the actors. The plans appear, they’re here, they create themselves.
And the work of co-writing?
I love co-writing. I think it’s wonderful. Agnès drove me into a corner, forcing me to answer the
questions I was resisting answering. I wasn’t getting there, so she led me to make choices that I would
have never made without her. And so, in addition to her humour and intelligence, she has an essential
quality: kindness.
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